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I. Introduction

presence of experimental apparatus in the
interaction regions of an Intersecting beam accelerator
changes the configuration of the crossing beams. This
changes the space-charge forces with respect to the
standard, magnet-free crossing. Tn ISABELLE, the
standard collision is for the two beams to cross at an
angle of 11.186 mrad in che horizontal plane (Fig. 1).
There is strong Interest in instrumenting one of the
intersections at ISABELLE with a major spectrometer
facility) which involves a large aperture dipole magnet
located at the intersection of the beams.1 Two
possible configurations have bv>en proposed. In the
vertically deflecting spectrometer (Fig. 2) the
colliding beams are deflected vertically by che raagnecs
A and brought to che same height in che interaction
region by the magnets S. In the horizontal plane, the
beams cross according to the standard configuration

In nhe horizontally deflecting spectrometer, all
the bending occurs in the horizontal plane (Fig. 3).
For the sake of comparison, we have assumed that, both
in the horizontal and vertical case, che spectrometers
have the same magnetic length, ftm. The peak field, for
a -iOO GeV beaa, may vary from 5 to 15 kG, and scales
like the energy for different collision energies. The
question we are faced with is the following: what is
che maximum allowable perturbation caused by the
spectrometer magnet that can be tolerated from the
point of view of the beam dynamics? In this paper, we
limit ourselves to the perturbations that the curved
trajectories cause the beam-beam space charge
nonlinearities. The magnetic perturbations due to the
unavoidable nonlinear content o£ the field in the
spectrometer magnet are not considered in this paper,
although they will have, of course, to be caken into
account. The criterion we have proposed to follow in
determining che maximum allowable perturbation
introduced by the experimental apparatus is the
following: during the initial stage of ISABELLE
operation^ the strength of the perturbation oust not be
greater than the perturbation introduced by the effect
of the unavoidable orbit errors at all the interaction
points, as estimated from che machine tolerances.
Eventually, as one learns mor** about the beam behavior
and the effect of the beam-beam interaction, the above
condition may be relaxed, and stronger perturbations
nay become tolerable.

The question has arisen of how one defines the
strength of the perturbation. The most obvious
quantity, at first sight, is the linear beam-beaa tune
shift, which is conventionally accepted as a measure of
strength of all the nonlinear resonances. However, as
we shall see, this parameter turns out not to be
directly related to the strength of the nonlinear
resonances for che crossing geometries as modified by a
horizontal or vertical spectrometer magnet. Thus, Che
only solution is to coapute che strength of the most
important nonlinear resources. In what follows, we
describe the computational method used in calculating
these resonances, and compare them with those induced
by random orbit errors.

In an earlier papet,2 we considered the vertically
deflecting spectrometer. Since, in the same horizontal
plane, two parallel trajectories "sew" to experience
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the same integrated space charge field, we aide the
assumption that horizontal and coupling resonances are
absent in this geottetry. The present more detailed
analysis, Instead, shows that the asymmetry Introduced
by che vertical deflection results in considerable
nonll.tear coupling terms, which do not cancel out when
integrated over the whole space-charge region. As a
result, both the horizontal and vertical spectrometers
introduce coupling resonances which would not be
present even when orbit errors are taken into account.
This seeos to be the price one has to pay for the
perturbation introduced by the spectrometer magnets.
Following the criterion discussed earlier on, we have
proposed that these coupling resonances be "small"
compared to the one dimensional resonances excited by
orbit errors.

II. Computation of Stop-band?

The stop-band width of the resonance line nv + ov
M is given by3 y

nm 2N-2 InlMml*

ds exp

0,2^2,1/2 eCN-2)/2 ̂
(2.1a)

where e is the enittance divided by it, H • Inl + Iml,
D = 3/3x, D - 3/3y, and U is the potential function,
which is related to the force on the particle by

F /Se - 3U/3x,
Fy/0e - 3U/3y. (2.1b)

ex* Gy a r e a s s u"* d to be equal in Eq. (2.1). Avm is
the half-width of the stop-band.

The expression Eq. (2.1a) for ^nm differs somewhat
from che usual expression which is expressed in terms
of Ae, Ae • nxvx + nyv - q. Eq. (2.1a) gives half che
u-width of the resonance line if one moves, in u-space,
along a direction perpendicular to the resonance line;
i|>x and ^v are the betatron phase functions for v , u
oh che resonance.

"or the case of two Intersecting beams with
identical Gaussian elleptical cross sections, che
potential function which gives the field due to one
beam is given by 2

U - * g ? V

wmeire a^ ana o y are cne n u widens or cne Dean, X and y
are coordinates perpendicular to the beaa, and \ is the
linear charge density.

In the Integral over s in Eq
tion f d h

given by

In the Integral over s in Eq. (2.1) 3X and 3 V are
functions of s and this dependence waa assumed to be
i by

8 x - » x + * ™ x
By - S* + s2/fi*

For the ISAflELLE accelerator $*
x 43n, 6 • 7.5m,

ox-1.8aa, ov-0.75 mt and c-O.S x 10~
6 arad at 30 GeV.
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tn order to compute the derivatives of V(x,y),
3n-h«V/3xn3ym, V was computed on a mesh, V(I,J). The
mesh intervals, Ax, Ay have to be small compared to the
bean size. For the ISABELLE case, Ax - Ay » 0.1 am was
used. The extent of the mesh in the x and y directions
has to cover the region where the beans interact.
Along the s-dlrection, the beau will continue to
interact until each beam starts moving along its own
vacuum chamber, which shield them from each other.
This occurs for ISABELLE at about s » 8n from the
crossing point where the beams are separated by 88 mm
in the horizontal plane.

In order to reduce the number of mesh points at
which the potential function is computed, V(I,J) is
computed only in an interval around the path of che
particle. For each value of x, the horizontal
separation of the beams, the test beam will be at y(x)
given by the vertical path of the test beam. The mesh
V(I,J) waa computed at just 4 raesh points above, and 4
mesh points below the mesh point at y(x). Four mesh
points above and below the particle path were
sufficient to compute up to the fifth order resonances
for the test beam paths considered in this paper.

The potential V(x,y) is computed at the mesh points
using the integral formulation given by Eq. (2.2)*
This form of the integral gives rise to some numerical
accuracy problems which can be alleviated by a
transformation of variables. The integral f(u) in Eq.
(2.2) has a long tail; as u * », f(u) ~ 1/u3. For
equal Intervals Au, the area in each interval goes down
like Au/u3. This indicates that a transformation to a
new variable z such that Az ~ iu/u as u + * would be
helpful. The transformation used was

z - 2a2./(2o-2 + u 2 ) ,

dz/z - -(zu/oj).du.
(2.4)

•7=M

Also, when u ~ a , z ~ 1, and dz = du/oy. Thus,
the choice of the dz Interval that corresponds to a du
Interval of about du = 0.1 ov is dz = 0.1. The
interval dz - 0.1 was used in evaluating the Integral
in Eq. (2.4).

III. Beam-Beam Stop-Band Results for Orbit
Misalignment Errors

The criterion used in this paper Is to compare the
bean-bean stop bands introduced by the experimental
devices with the beaa-beaa stop-bands introduced by
the vertical closed orbit misalignments which remain
after the closed orbit has been corrected with the
closed orbit correction system. The stop bands due to
closed orbit errors can be computed analytically with
certain approximations.^ They can be computed
numerically and more accurately using the procedure
described in Section II.

In Table I, the numerically computed stop bands due
to a Ayra- - 0.05 mm random separation of the ISABELLE
beau are compared with the analytical results. The
error in the analytical results appears to grow larger
for higher order resonances. The analytical result
appears to bj off by a factor of 2 for the fifth order
resonance. In Table I, stop bands are given In units
of AV , the linear vertical bean-beam v-shlft for the
unperturbed accelerator.

Table I. Comparison of the numerically computed stop
bands with analytical results for ISABELLE at 30 GeV.
The stop bands are excited by a Ay « 0,05 nia verti-
cal separation of the beams. Avn|JTs In units of Av
the linear v-shift for the unperturbed machine at 30
GeV. Av,, - 0.0057.
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Resonance

*»x
Av03
i v 2 1
i v 0 4
Av22
Av05

AV23

IV. Six Meter

Computed

-0.0075
0
0.16
0.0002
0.0095
0.0003
0.040
0.0001

Spectrometer

Analytical

-0.008
0
0.13
0
0.0060
0
0.020
0

Results

This section presents the results for the computed
beam-beam stop bands introduced by a six-meter
spectrometrer at one of the six crossing points in
ISABELLE. The stop bands, Av , are computed from Eq.
(2.1) as described in Section II. The Integral over s
in Eq. (2*1) is cut off as the point where the beams no
longer interact. When no spectrometer is present, the
two beams will separate into their separate vacuum
tanks when they are about 7.86 meters from tne crossing
point, where they are separated by 88 mm for a crossing
angle of a - 0.0112. The vacuum tanks have a radius of
44 mm.

Table II lists the computed stop bands at 30 GeV
for two 6 m spectrometers, one which bends the beans In
the horizontal plane, and m e that bends the beams in
the vertical plane. The stop bands are given at three
field levels corresponding to radii of curvature of
2700, 1350 and 900 a. At 400 GeV the spectroneter
field would be 5, 10, and 15 kG. The results for Avn

are given in units of Av , the unperturbed linear v- ™
shift. Av"y - 0.0057 at 30 GeV for ISABELLE.

One sees from Table II, that the odd M resonances
are driven more strongly than the even N resonances,
which is also true for the resonances derived by
vertical orbit misalignments. Relatively strong
coupling resonances are introduced, whereas vertical
orbit misalignments do not introduce coupling
resonances. The strongest resonance excited in Table
II is the 3rd order coupling resonance Av2, - 0.159 in
units of Avv » 0.0057, for the vertical bend
spectronetef at p - 900 m. This can be compared with
the stop band Av3 - 0.16 found for vertical
misalignments In Section 2.

In Fig. 4, the strongest stop band for each order,
S, it 30 GeV Is plotted against the order of the
resonance, N. The stop bands due to vertical orbit
misalignments are Indicated by large crosses, X.
For beam curvatures o ̂  900 n the stop bands introduced
by 96 m spectrometer with either vertical or horizontal
bending are smaller than or of the sane magnitude as
the stop bands expected from vertical orbit
misalignments of 0.05 on rns at the crossing points.

V. Energy Dependence of Beam-Bean Stop Bands
This section treats the question of what happens to

the stop bands as the energy is increased, e.g. in
ISABELLE where the energy goes from 30 GeV to 400 GeV.
For the case of the bean-bean stop bands due to
vertical orbit errors, one can show that the odd order
stop bands do not change with energy, if the orbit
errurs do not change with energy.

The odd order stop-bands due to vertical orbit
errors are given by

AvoN - Av..
(5.1)



po*$ iole loss of rel iabiiitv due Co the insertion of
additional ampIifiers. Specific factors such as
geographical distribution, station bandwidth, maximum
allowable access time, and channel capacity could cause
us to establish additional main lines with corres-
ponding computer interfaces.

The transmission modes available include broadcast
<globaU, event-driven (interrupt), and polling. Use
is intended to be with dedicated transmission lines,
but conversion to common carrier is possible with a
buffered data gateway.

System speed £s expected to be Approximately 2M
bits/second. This is believed to be more than adequate
for ISABELLE appl£cat ions. If this speed proves
inadequate, use of frequency multiplexing will permit 5
additional channels or 12M bits/second.

The system itself does not ucilize a single uni-
form standard. Elements of IEEE488 (GPIB), SDLC,
RS422, and IEC "Proway" are imbedded within the design.
Every effort will be made to employ the LSI circuit
chips developed for the above standards.

Availability and reliability are prime elements in
a process data highway system. Since their normal mode
of operation is equipment control and data acquisition,
both real time events, Process Data Highways typically
demand higher data rates and shorter access times than
telecommunication links. The nature of control systems
also imp Iies frequent succinct messages. The need for
high data integrity indicate* dedicated cables.

The process data highway des ign has begun to
consider such aspects as auto recovery, single point
failure, and redundancy. Auto recovery in our case
will mean that a ma 1func t ion ing stat ion removes itself
from the line. A useful technique is to limit local
transmitter power such that a station cannot block the
main line. Coupler, cable, and amplifier failures are
our single point failure modes. Both the coupler and
cable are passive elements and reliable. It is
possible to provide redundant anplifier modules. No
amplifier is needed between ring support build ings
despite their 2200 foot spacing.

We are natura 1 ly concerned with how long a high
priority message must wait before i.t can be
transmitted. This time, called access time, will be
determined by the length of the longest packet. At
1. 6X bits/second, a 200 byte packet takes 1
mill isecond. PDH availability as a function of
intersystem usage and repair requirements has been
s Cudied. It is possible to cont tnue to operate the
highway for a single functional system, provided that
the cables and amplifiers remain intact. Pull ing
computers and/or other functional systems off the line
does not impact other users.

The proposed PDH makes use of direct data exchange
between distributed intelligences. The number of
hierarchical levels is kept to a minimum; it is
topoligically flexible. The junction boxes will store
and forward informat ion to microprocessing units
connected to the junction boxes via a parallel branch
highway. In other words, Local memory in the junction
boxes will buffer the transfer of data between the
coaxial cable system (main line) and a Local data bus
(branch lineJ which is implemented with a group of
parallel wire* jnd line drivers/receiver*. (IEEEU88).

Some factors affecting system integrity are
electromagnetic interference, differences in ground
potential, and state transitions. Use of coaxial
cables and frequency modulation will aid system resis-
tance EMT/WI, but we wilt have to exercise care be-

cause of the low power levels ant icipated at sone
junction stations. The nature of our frequency mod-
ulated signal allows earth potential isolation. How-
ever, the best way to establish a grounding system is
yet to be determined. State transtion refers to power
on/off, local/remote, busy/ready, and on-line/off-line
changes. Directional coupler characteristics and the
democratic line discipline act to ease these problems.

Z will summarize by reiterating the elements of
the Z "nBELLE PDH desizr (Fig. 3):

MAIN LINE

.'DIRECTIONAL
COUPLER "*

|MODEM IMOOEM

STATION
FUNC.

COMPUTER

BRANCH LINE

SPUR

VAC-
STA.

Ltl
VAC.
STA.

Main line - CATV cable system
Station - a microprocessor with DMA entrv from

main line and IEEE488 but controller
to branch l ine.

branch line - IEEE 4888 bus with repeaters
Depot - microprocessor controller
Spur - a private (subsystem speci f ic )

connection from a depot to i t s
accelerator component(s) such as a
vacuuB pump station sytem.

The system is not only realizable in a hardware
sense, but it is also one which will integrate smoothly
wit.h operating software and computer networking. At
the present tine working prototypes of a 1M bit system
ex i s t . The iniediate future wil l establish system
val idi ty for multiple stations on separate channels at
1M bi t s / sec rate. By June of this year a final
select ion of highway topogoly wil l be made and the end
of the calendar year wi l l bring completion to the
detailed PDH hardware design phase.
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